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ABSTRACT

During the last years a growing interest in automatic speaker
verification (ASV) systems developed. Recent ASV systems
still produce two kinds of errors to a considerable extent: false
acceptances and false rejections of speakers. The systems
generally react extremely sensitive to intra-speaker variability of
voice and speaking style, caused for example by different
psychological states of the speaker. To improve the performance
of ASV systems, different attempts can be made to modify the
underlying mathematical or statistical models. Furthermore,
most of the systems still use a set of spectral parameters as
originally developed for speech recognition systems. The
performance of ASV systems could be improved by selecting a
set of acoustic parameters which show both, minimal intra-
speaker variation and maximal inter-speaker variation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In our project two methods are applied in order to improve the
performance of an ASV system:

1. The first method is called "structured training". Instead of
simple repetitions of a standard utterance (text-dependent ASV),
or a short passage of free speech (text-independent ASV), which
is the method currently used to construct the speaker model in
many speaker verification systems, the speaker is asked to
produce speech tokens while being confronted with varying
situations. These varying situations are represented in the form
of computerized tasks meant to replicate natural working
situations. This way intra-speaker variability caused by different
psychological states of the speaker is integrated into the speaker
model built by the system.

2. The second attempt to improve performance of the
verification system is an detailed analysis of acoustic parameters
measured in the varying speech samples which were recorded
for the structured training. Such parameters that remain
relatively constant among different psychological states but
differ a great deal among different speakers can be considered
as more useful in speaker verification systems than acoustic

parameters that show high intra-speaker variation and less inter-
speaker variation. Based on the intra- and inter-speaker
variability a weighting factor can be defined for each acoustic
parameter used to construct the speaker model and perform the
verification task.

While the first method is expected to result in reducing false
rejections, the second method can be assumed to reduce false
rejections and false acceptances.

One of the major tasks in this project is the recording of speech
samples with systematic intra-speaker variations due to different
psychological states of the speaker. In empirical studies on
vocal expression, speech samples are usually classified into 4
major categories, as there are: natural vocal expression, induced
emotional expression, simulated emotional expression and
systematic variations of acoustic correlates in synthesized or
resynthesized speech signals. To build comparable speaker
models in ASV systems, it is desirable to collect speech samples
of similar verbal content and systematic variations of voice and
speaking style for all speakers. The difficulties in controlling
these variables in natural emotional speech are well known.
Thus it seems most reasonable to induce certain psychological
states during the recoding of the speech material. Induced
emotions often result in very subtle variations of voice and
speaking style. Though it is also unlikely that people use ASV
systems in high emotional arousal, it was decided to record
some additional examples of simulated emotions. Simulation of
emotions can be expected to yield much more extreme
expression than either induced or natural emotions that can be
publicly observed [Scherer 1986, p.159]. In simulated
emotional speech, overemphasized powerful cues might be
found while more subtle cues that would appear in natural
expression of emotion might miss [Scherer, 1986, p.144]. Thus
the recorded speech material also allows a comparison of
acoustic parameters between induced and simulated emotions.
In due course of the project, we are going to make the large
amount of recorded speech material as well as analysis results
accessible to other users in a relational database (see paragraph
4.2.).
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2. PILOT STUDIES

2.1. Pilot Study on “Structured Training”

In collaboration with a number of research groups in different
European countries a first test was carried out on improving a
given ASV system by structured training [Project ESPRIT/BRA
VeriVox]. The changes induced in personal voice and speaking
style were intensity, speech rate and cognitive stress. 50 male
speakers of Swedish were recorded to build two models per
speaker, one model from neutral speech only, the other model
from “emotional” speech with stronger intra-speaker variations.

The testing with “emotional” utterances not used during the
training session led to an equal error rate (EER) of 2.7% for the
neutral models compared to an EER of 1.8% for the emotional
models. The results correspond to an improvement of  32% of
the emotional models over the standard neutral models.
Comparing the amount of false rejections only, an improvement
of 48% could be achieved. (For further details, see [Karlsson et
al. 1998] and [Scherer et al. 1998]).

A first analysis of acoustic parameters was carried out for six
speakers from the corpus used for training and testing by Nolan
and his collaborators at the University of Cambridge. Segment
durations and formant frequencies in vowel centers were
measured. The results showed a centralization of vowel
formants for fast speech and psychological stress. (For further
details, see [Karlsson et al. 1998].)

2.2. Pilot Study on the Relation between
EERs and Acoustic Parameters for
different Speaking Styles and Emotions

In a second pilot study the speaker models were only build from
neutral utterances of ten German speakers. The speech material
consisted of 3 standard sentences and 10 number sequences. For
testing the ASV system utterances of the same verbal content in
10 different speaking styles like “loud”, “fast”, “slow” etc., and
simulated “weak” emotions were used. The emotional scenarios
presented to the speakers all included an interaction with a
bancomat. The “anger” setting, for example, was described as:
“You are in a hurry and have to take out a certain amount of
money from your bank account, but the machine refuses to
accept your code, even though you typed it three times already
without making any mistakes.”

As shown in figure 1, the EERs went up more or less drastically
for different speaking styles. For comparison, the first two
formant frequencies in the vowel centers of /a/ and /i/ and in the
nasal /m/ were measured. Average formant shifts relative to the
formant values measured in the appropriate neutral utterance of
the same speaker were summed up for each speaking style (see
figure 2.). Even though many other acoustic parameters may be
responsible for the EER results, the six measured formant shifts
already showed a strong correlation with the EER shifts
[Bänziger et al. 2000].

Figure 1: EERs for different speaking styles

Figure 2: Total formant shifts for different speaking styles

3. COMPUTER-AIDED SPEECH
RECORDING TOOL FOR EMOTIONAL

INDUCTION AND RECORDING OF
EMOTIONAL SPEECH

During the first year of the project, different ways of inducing
several variations in speech were considered. A computer
program was developed to record speech under various
conditions designed to induce emotional variations in speech.
The aim was to produce the same kind of variations that are
likely to occur in everyday situations and to affect speaker
verification systems in real settings. Pretests of the program
during the first year of the project led to several modifications.
The final program – used for the recording of the speech
material in the present study - is described in paragraph 3.1 in
some detail. The speaker is confronted with “computer tasks”
meant to replicate natural working situations or situations from
everyday life.

The program elicits various kinds of speech material.
Spontaneous speech as well as read speech is recorded while the
speaker completes the different emotion inducing tasks. The
first four tasks are designed to affect the speaker's emotional
state and thereby to induce involuntary variations in their vocal
expression. The last two tasks require the speakers to
deliberately control the way they speak and to produce
voluntary emotional expressions.



After each task, speakers are prompted to self-rate their
emotional state, permitting an evaluation of the relative efficacy
of different tasks in inducing the targeted emotional reactions.

Speech is recorded automatically in digital format into separate
sound files on the computer. Recording starts when the speaker
is asked to give a verbal response to a written prompt on the
computer screen.

3.1. Program Structure of the Computer-
aided Speech Recording Tool

The program is composed of six tasks. The first four tasks,
designed to affect the speaker's emotional state and thereby to
induce involuntary variations in their vocal expression, were
presented in random order to each speaker. The last two tasks,
requiring the speakers to deliberately control their speaking
style and to voluntarily produce emotional expressions always
appeared in the same order.

3.1.1. Tracking Task
One of the first four tasks is a "tracking task" designed to induce
stress through heightened perceptual-motor demands. The task
is presented as a game where the user has to follow or to avoid a
moving target using the mouse to control a figure on the screen.
According to appraisal theory of emotion [Scherer 1984], the
appraised obstructiveness/conduciveness of a situation should
predict the emotional outcome and thereby the impact of the
situation on the voice/speech. Using this prediction, we
included an "obstructive" and a "conducive" condition into the
tracking task. In the "conducive" condition the player/speaker
wins points when he comes close to a "friendly" moving figure
on the screen. In the "obstructive" condition the player/speaker
loses points when an "unfriendly" figure gets close to him. Two
levels of difficulty were superimposed on those two conditions,
resulting in four different experimental conditions. Pop up
windows prompted the user to read out standard phrases while
performing the task.

3.1.2. Number Sequence
Another of the first four tasks is designed to induce
irritation/anger and satisfaction. The user of the program has to
complete an easy logic test where the time he needs to give the
right answers is indicative of his performance. The user is asked
to complete number sequences by choosing the right number
from a list. For a subset of number sequences the user is slowed
down by apparent "computer problems" (the cursor disappears,
on-screen buttons are inactive, numbers the user moves jump
back to their original position...) and gets an - obviously
unjustified - bad feedback on his performance. The assumption
is that this manipulation will produce irritation in the speaker.
For another subset of number sequences - when no "computer
problems" arise - the users receive a positive feedback stating
that their performance was better than the performance of
former participants. Standard sentences as well as spontaneous
speech are recorded under both conditions.

3.1.3. Logic Deductions plus Auditory Stimuli
Another task is designed to produce cognitive stress in the user.
It consists of a split attention task simulating a context where a
person has to work while being disturbed by another

stimulation. Users are asked to perform a logical reasoning test
and an auditory monitoring task at the same time. Concretely,
they have to make logical deductions on the basis of given
premises displayed on-screen, and respond to a particular sound
when it occurs while ignoring another sound. They read
standard phrases on pop up screens that appear either randomly
or as a consequence of user response to the predefined auditory
stimulation.

3.1.4. Public Speech
Another task is designed to induce anxious stress in the speaker.
The participant is asked to present a short speech on a given
topic. Conforming to a social anxiety induction procedure used
in emotion psychology research, a judge/observer is present,
makes notes and evaluates the presentation of the participant.
The participants are also asked to give a short presentation on
another topic but without their speech being evaluated. This
second task was expected to induce less anxiety while
representing a task of equal difficulty (i.e. with same level of
stress induced by the difficulty of the task). The presentations
given by the participants (spontaneous speech) as well as a
standard phrase before and after each presentation are recorded.

3.1.5. Break
 After the fourth task the speaker is allowed to take a break,
before and after which standard phrases are recorded.

3.1.6. Velten
The penultimate task is designed to induce positive and negative
feelings in the users, hence helping them to voluntarily express
the same feelings. The procedure used in this task is a validated
emotion induction procedure [Velten 1968]. Participants are
asked to read short statements expressing positive/happy ideas
or feelings or negative/sad ideas or feelings with the instruction
to put themselves into the corresponding state of mind as much
as possible before reading the statements out loud. The
emotional statements as well as standard sentences are recorded
in this task.

3.1.7. Acting
The final task is designed to record a greater range of speech
variations from the participants by asking them to speak as if
they were expressing different states/emotions. Descriptions of
12 situations are given to the speakers who are asked to imagine
the situations as vividly as possible and then read four standard
phrases as if they were experiencing and expressing the
corresponding states/feelings.

3.2. Evaluation of Emotional Reaction

After each task, participants are asked to self-rate their
emotional state by choosing an emotional word (among a list)
and an intensity level describing their present state. This self-
assessment of the emotional reaction is used as a control to
evaluate the relative efficacy of different tasks in inducing the
targeted emotional reactions.

Measures of the participants' physiological reactions have been
taken for a subset of French speakers. Skin conductance level,
number of skin conductance responses, rate of change of finger
skin temperature, average respiration rate, heart rate and heart



rate variability will be used as independent indicators of
cognitive and emotional reactions to the induction procedures.
Software for the semi-automatic analysis of large amounts of
physiological data that has been developed in our laboratory
will be applied to this section of data analysis.

4. RECORDED SPEECH DATA

A large database of 120 speakers was recorded, among which
30 were native German, 25 native English and 65 native French
speakers. Each speaker produced about 120 sentences of read
speech and several passages of spontaneous speech.

4.1. Description of the Speech Material

Fluent speech could be integrated into the recorded utterances,
because the recently adopted and modified ASV system is
speech-independent. The following speech material was
collected within the tasks described above:

At the beginning and at the end of each task a standard sentence
was recorded. These standard sentences are expected to be
spoken with a “neutral” voice.

4.1.1. Tracking Task
During the tasks standard sentences and sustained vowels
(“aaaaaa”) are recorded. These sentences and vocalizations are
expected to show acoustic markers of motor stress induced by
the task. It is possible that different acoustic markers will appear
for the four different conditions applied (obstructivness and
conduciveness, two levels of difficulty).

4.1.2. Number Sequence
At the end of each task the speaker is asked to explain the
positive or negative feedback given. The explanations after
negative feedback are expected to show markers of “irritation”,
while the explanations after positive feedback are expected to
carry markers of “contentment”.

4.1.3. Logic Deductions plus Auditory Stimuli
During this task standard sentences are recorded. The standard
sentences are expected to carry acoustic markers of cognitive
stress.

4.1.4. Public Speech
In the presence of a judge, the speech is expected to carry
acoustic markers of anxiety. The short speech in absence of  an
observer is expected to be spoken with a “neutral” voice.

4.1.5. Break
Before and after the break standard sentences are recorded.

4.1.6. Velten
12 sentences are recorded during this task, of which six are
expected to show acoustic markers of happiness, the other six
are expected to carry markers of sadness.

4.1.7. Acting
In the final task no standard phrases are recorded before or after.
For each of the given 12 emotions 4 sentences and a sustained

vowel (“aaaaa”) are recorded. All sentences are expected to
carry acoustic markers of the corresponding emotion.

4.2. Organization of the Speech Material in a
Relational Database

In the course of the project, over 13,000 speech files have been
generated. In due course of the project, each of these files will
be associated with a number of additional files containing
analysis results in connection with various acoustic parameters.
In the future, research other than ours, concerning ASV as well
as a wide range of other speech-related topics, is supposed to be
enabled to easily access and use both, the actual speech
material, and the outcome of the analysis. Whereas making this
large quantity of data accessible is technically not very
complicated, the question of maintaining usefulness in as
various contexts as possible is more demanding. It confronts us
with the following tasks:

1. To provide a universal set of descriptive attributes, from
which anybody can infer information, as to whether there is
relevant material in connection with their personal purpose
among the total of the data, and to what extent this is the
case.

2. To provide the possibility of identifying and extracting this
relevant material, leaving out what is not of interest
concerning the purpose in question.

These tasks involve a great deal of anticipatory abstraction. A
'universal user' is to be imagined, his needs are to be foreseen.
The common way of fulfilling tasks like this is to organize the
data within the framework of a relational database. A database
framework allows for a practically unlimited number of
descriptive attributes to be defined beforehand, during the
construction phase. Each file is then associated with a specific
value for every attribute. In the query situation, the user is
confronted with a listing of the attributes and asked to specify as
many of them as he wants, according to his individual interest.
The output will be a subset from the totality of files stored in the
database, containing those files, whose predefined value entries
correspond with what the user has specified.

One problem that is very likely to occur in this connection, is
that some of the possible subsets the user is presented with at
the end of the procedure, may be empty or so small that they are
useless to him. This happens, if the first of the two tasks
mentioned above, the choice and arrangement of attributes with
respect to the information displayed this way, is not being
accounted for to the necessary extent. Although the user may be
expected to be familiar with the overall background of the given
data collection, the main source of information he has
concerning the actual contents he can draw from is the query
form with its list of attributes itself. Presently, we are trying to
account for this type of problem by developing our set of
attributes mainly with respect to the informative quality of the
query form that will be the result. This includes the following
considerations:

• Instead of presenting the user with a rather homogenous set
of attribute lists, we will try to make the procedure of
attribute specification a hierarchical dialogue, in the course



of which the user learns  structuredly what he needs to
know about the nature of the content of the data collection;
what to expect from it and what not.

• In connection with each attribute, which the user is to
decide to - or not to - specify, a percentage figure
providing quantitative information will be given. The
figure is to indicate, for how large a portion of data the
attribute in question is relevant, either in relation to the
total of files in general, or in relation to the total of files
per average speaker. Confronted with the fact, for example,
that only 5% of files per speaker contain spontaneous
speech, versus 95% of prompted/read speech, the user will,
if he is interested only in spontaneous speech, chose to not
specify many other attributes in order to still be able to
expect a considerable amount of output.

In trying to make our data accessible and useful, we hope to
create an expandable interdisciplinary interface, with any
feedback thus encouraged redounding to our advantage
regarding related future activities.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SPEAKER
VERIFICATION SYSTEM

In our project two alternative speaker models will be built for
each speaker. One model is built from so-called “neutral”
sentences recorded between the computer tasks, the other model
is built from “emotional” speech tokens recorded during the
tasks. A third set of  speech tokens recorded during the “real life
simulations” is used as a test set, to see if the “emotional”
speaker model can improve the performance of the ASV system.

5.1. Program structure of the Automatic
Speaker Verification Software

In collaboration with Ensigma Ltd. we have developed speaker
verification software which allows the use of “structured
training” to construct 2 speaker models. An engineer at Ensigma
was asked to apply all necessary changes to their speaker-
independent AVS software. In parallel, we recorded 120
speakers with our computer-aided speech recording tool. Speech
data from 9 speakers (3 English, 3 French and 3 German
speakers) were used to test the modified ASV system designed
for structured training before the actual recognition study will
be carried with the remaining speakers.

5.1.1. “Neutral” Speaker Model
 To build a “neutral” speaker model 34 standard sentences,
recorded before and after each task, as well as 1 minute of fluent
speech, in which the speaker could state his opinion about a
given (“non-emotional”) topic, were used.

5.1.2. "Emotional” Speaker Model
 The “emotional” speaker model is built from 12 standard
sentences recorded during the acting task, 12 standard sentences
recorded during the logic deduction task, 10 standard sentences
recorded during the tracking task and 1 minute of speech
recorded in the presence of a judge.

This selection of speech material ensures that the training data
for both models, the emotional and the neutral speaker model,
have comparable duration and verbal content.

5.1.3. Test Sentences for both Speaker Models
Both models are tested with the same set of utterances. These
are 36 sentences form the acting task, 4 explanations given in
the number sequence task and 12 sentences from the “Velten”
task.

Sustained vowels were not integrated into the verification
procedure, they are only used for precise analysis of voice
quality, which cannot be carried out in spoken language.

6. AUTOMATIC ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
TOOL

Performance of ASV systems could also be improved by
selecting a set of acoustic parameters which show both minimal
intra-speaker variation and maximal inter-speaker variation. To
find such acoustic parameters, extensive acoustic analyses of the
recorded speech data are carried out. An advanced knowledge-
based signal processing software was developed, which is
described in more detail in the paper “An Automatic
Description Tool for Time Contours and Long-term Average
Voice Features in Large Emotional Speech Databases”, also
presented at this conference.

7. SUMMARY

In our project, we are applying two methods in order to improve
the perfomance of an ASV system. In collaboration with
Ensigma we have developed speaker verification software
which allows the use of “structured training” to construct 2
speaker models - a "neutral" model and an "emotional" model.
A pilot study with 50 male speakers of Swedish already showed
promising results: Using the emotional model, the EER of the
system could be improved by 32% over the neutral model. The
second method is the identification of acoustic parameters
which show both minimal intra-speaker variation and maximal
inter-speaker variation. In a pilot study with 10 German
speakers drastically high EERs were measured, when the
speaker models were trained with neutral speech and the testing
carried out with emotional speech - and these high EERs
showed a strong correlation with spectral parameter shifts.

A computer program was developed to record speech under
various conditions designed to induce emotional variations in
speech, including a self-assessment of the emotional reaction
used as a control to evaluate the relative efficacy of different
tasks in inducing the targeted emotional reactions. For a subset
of French speakers also measures of the physiological reactions
have been taken.
A large amount of speech data was recorded, consisting of read
and spontaneous speech from 120 speakers in total, among
which were 30 native Germans, 25 native English and 65 native
French speakers. The original speech material will be associated
with a number of additional files containing analysis results
calculated with an advanced signal-analysis software, which was
also developed within the course of the project. All files will be
made accessible to other users in an on-line relational database.
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